
 

Speaker Information- FAQs 

 
What should I talk about?  

Stonehill College’s first annual TEDx event is titled “The Challenge of Change.” 

With this theme, we are looking for speakers to touch on change in any industry, 

be it healthcare, social justice, technology, or anything in between. The beauty of a 

TEDx event is in the breadth of possible topics. The possibilities are endless!  

 

When do I have to submit my proposal by?  

Your proposal needs to be submitted before August 1, 2019.  

 

What happens after I submit my proposal?  

The Speaker Selection Committee will determine which proposals will advance to 

the second round of selection. If your proposal makes it to this round, you will be 

asked to schedule a brief video chat with our team to tell us a bit more about your 

idea. You should plan to have prepared an outline or the first few minutes of your 

speech so that we can get a better idea of what your speech will be, as well as your 

speaking style. From there, the Speaker Selection Committee will make the final 

decisions as to which speakers will take the stage. We have tentatively scheduled 

to have speakers selected by September 2019, which will provide speakers with 

ample time to prepare their speeches.  

 

How long does my speech have to be?  

Your speech should not exceed 15 minutes or be less than 10 minutes in length. A 

timer will be visible from the stage so that you will know how much time has 

elapsed during your speech.  

 

Will I have to submit slides for my presentation?  

We encourage speakers to avoid relying on visual aids throughout their 

presentation. However, if your speech requires it, we will consider it and work 

with you to incorporate it into the presentation.   

 

Is there anything I should avoid talking about?  

• No corporate plugs or selling from the stage 

• No political agendas or religious proselytization 

• No “pseudo-sciences” like astrology, hypnosis, or psychic readings (e.g. use 

of tarot cards) 


